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Background –the Gorebridge incident
In 2013-2014, a number of cases of ill health were reported to be affecting 
some residents in the former mining area of Gorebridge, Midlothian

NHS IMT launched, 22 residents sought medical advice presenting with a 
range of symptoms

Ultimately buildings affected were demolished 

Identified potential contributory factors:
o At time of the ground gas risk assessment, foundation solutions not been 

finalised and it was assumed founding within the Glacial Till would be possible
o Artificial pathways were created through the Glacial Till by the foundations 

(vibro-stone columns) and deep drainage trenches and attenuation tank
o Sealing of existing deep boreholes that represented preferential pathways for 

gas migration was not undertaken completely
o There were no gas protection measures installed in the properties and there 

were service penetrations through the slab (but was the construction still gas 
resistant?) 

o Recent grouting of workings nearby from a rail project may have displaced gas 
and groundwater and been a contributory factor
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Actual factors not proven, 
response in debate  



Scottish Government research project 
Objectives:
o Identify similar past incidents
oDiscuss amongst stakeholders the degree of scrutiny of the risk of 

mine gas migration into new developments
oConsider the building standards related recommendations in the 

Gorebridge IMT report.

Scope:
o Literature review
o Stakeholder workshop
o Expert consultation
oDetailed analysis
o Identify options to consider
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Recorded Coal Mine Gas Incidents in UK
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CLAIRE Guidance: Overview
Authors – Steve Wilson, Dr. Tom Henman, Dr Alex Lee, Richard Meredith 

Various qualifications and experience - SiLCs, SQPs, SoBRA accredited risk assessors, expert 
witnesses in mine gas cases, co-author of research reports on mine gas risk for Scottish 
Government

Collectively recognised the need for this guidance – have written it largely in their own time 

CLAIRE publications in this area – various ground gas publications RB13, RB17, TB16, TB17 and 
TB18 and training courses on ground gas verification.  Gas protection verification accreditation 
scheme

Public consultation – 9 organisations and over 300 individual comments.  Meetings with some 
key organisations.  Peer review by CLAIRE Technology and Research Group before final editing 
and publication 
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CLAIRE Guidance: Overview – continued
Intended to be essential reading towards understanding coal mine gas risk assessment. Does not 
cover other mines.

The intended audience: those involved in commissioning and undertaking mine gas risk 
assessments to support proposed development, and local authority officers involved in 
regulating development management through the planning or building control regimes.  

Collation of current understanding of coal mine gas risks to development - does not claim to be 
definitive but aims to inform good practice

Inclusion of case studies to illustrate key issues under discussion



Lessons to be learned from Gorebridge
Statement by IMT “Demolition is the only option which 
will rule out entirely the possibility of further leaks of 
carbon dioxide into these homes over the longer term” -

This statement was incorrect.

It is possible to retrofit gas protection successfully (and 
was at the time)

It is possible to show the retrofit has the same level of 
performance and durability as new build gas protection 
(in fact there is probably better confidence with retrofit)

There are many solutions – not just retrofitting gas 
membranes

Don’t make assumptions about gas ingress routes to a 
building – do not make generic statements.  Is a 
particular pathway relevant to your site?



Gas ingress points
Understand the site specific gas ingress 
points for your building

Do not make generic statements

Detailed internal surveys using ppm 
instruments (they are available for CO2)

Typical Scottish ground bearing slab – is gas 
migration through the main part likely?

Gas can come through a single pathway 
and migrate behind skirtings or 
plasterboard and below raised flooring –
understand the building construction

Service ducts are the number one culprit 
for gas ingress to buildings



DPM – a reasonably effective barrier



Gas ingress points

Concrete infill

Trench fill 
(gravel)

Lintel



Critically assess the CSM



Another incident in 2021
Similar situation to Gorebridge

Resident feels unwell – symptoms of carbon dioxide exposure

Initial monitoring – elevated carbon dioxide in one house in 
kitchen

Present in adjacent houses at lower concentrations (but still 
elevated)

Did not have to evacuate the houses, spend a fortune on gas 
monitoring or demolish them

Houses built over open cast pit with mine workings below –
grouted up only below houses (not roads, etc)

Managed in a completely different manner – demolition not 
required



How to investigate properly
EPG investigation and remediation – the most important factor is to identify 
the gas ingress points into the building – only by doing this can you design 
an effective and proportionate remedial scheme

Extensive site investigation and monitoring in the ground is normally not 
that important

Internal survey with ppm level CO2 meter confirmed gas only coming in via 
water pipe duct (unsealed)

Ambisense Ambiair continuous CO2 monitors used to understand the 
ingress, act as temporary warning system and confirm successful 
remediation – cheap and cheerful but allowed 10 continuous monitoring 
locations in 2 houses

Surface emissions survey and flux chambers around the houses –
understand risk to gardens, sheds, etc

Monitoring in buried services (sewer chambers and water pipe covers)



Proportionate remediation
CO2 was only entering via water pipe ducts (up the inside) –
also likely the main ingress route at Gorebridge

Partial sealing of duct in one property reduced but did not 
eliminate the problem

Full sealing with specialist polyurethane foam did prevent 
gas ingress

No evidence of hazardous emissions in gardens

Continuous monitoring to demonstrate to residents it was 
effective 

Site wide retro fit sealing programme

Extremely careful to avoid blight of the estate

Demolition not required – was the IMT statement at 
Gorebridge “Demolition is the only option which will rule out 
entirely the possibility of further leaks of carbon dioxide into 
these homes over the longer term” correct?



Key Contents of the Guidance
Competence of risk assessors

Precautionary approach 

Useful information sources and references

Mining history and impact on mine gas risk

Mine gas sources, pathways and barriers 
to migration

The effect of changing groundwater levels

Risk assessment process 

Current and future uncertainties and 
changes



New Decision Tree
Please do not go straight to the 
Decision Tree and start using it

Please, Please, Please read the rest 
of the document and the 
supporting references

Aim is to allow lower risk sites to be 
screened out easily with desk study 
information 

Focus efforts on higher risk sites



Use GSVs with extreme caution
Gas Screening Values and the design and specification procedure for identifying suitable mitigation measures as 
described in BS8485:2015+A1:2019 should be used with extreme caution in mine gas risk assessments

Do not design protection measures using the BS8485 points system where there is a mine gas risk

These methods are unlikely to be appropriate for sites with complex CSMs/ multiple pathways or affected by 
high risk factors, except possibly as one strand in a multiple lines of evidence approach.  This is because of the 
following:
o The Characteristic Situation is an empirical approach that was developed based on data from wells installed in soil-

based sources.  Mine gas emissions involve flow through open voids and fractured rock which the method was not 
intended to be applied to

o BS8485 does not provide advice on oxygen depletion which is an important consideration for mine gas
o For higher Characteristic Situations (CS>5) the gas hazard is too high to allow the use of the empirical GSV method. 

[Table 4 Gas protection score by CS and type of building, Note B]
o Mine gas emissions are the highest risk category of ground gas emissions and use of gas monitoring data alone can 

underestimate the risk.  Where mine gas emissions are likely to require mitigation, it is therefore important to base 
the design on detailed quantitative methods as described in BS8485 Clause 6.2.2



Pathways created by development



Key messages (1)
Those commissioning site assessments should employ professionals who can demonstrate 
competence in mine gas risk assessment where this is relevant

The importance of developing a robust and visual CSM – you cannot interpret any data properly 
without a ground model cross section

GSVs and the ‘point scores’ in BS8485:2015+A1:2019 should be used with extreme caution (if at 
all) in mine gas risk assessments and not in isolation

Importance of considering uncertainties and their implications – these should be specific to 
mine gas and to the site in question – for example is rising groundwater actually a significant 
factor at your site?  Do not make generic statements about completely hypothetical events



Key messages (2)
It is vital to the mine gas risk assessment remain live and is revisited once all the development 
construction details are fixed (and before construction starts)

All boreholes, probeholes or wells should be decommissioned (backfilled) and sealed in a 
manner that prevents them acting as migration pathways for mine gas

No longer acceptable to consider mine gas as “just another gas risk assessment”

Expectation is for a greater degree of transparency and effort in the scope of reporting as 
standard



Thank you

The guide is free to download from the CL:AIRE website

https://www.claire.co.uk/component/phocadownload/catego
ry/22-important-industry-documents?download=835:good-
practice-for-risk-assessment-for-coal-mine-gas-emissions

I will be pleased to answer any questions

https://www.claire.co.uk/component/phocadownload/category/22-important-industry-documents?download=835:good-practice-for-risk-assessment-for-coal-mine-gas-emissions

